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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Have you ever watched any of the “Terminator” movies with Arnold Schwarzenegger? If you have,

you will be familiar with the evil villain “Skynet,” which is a Ectional artiEcial, neural network-

based, conscious group-mind and artiEcial general superintelligence system that decided to

terminate all human life in the late 2020s.

It has become palpably obvious that the company that most closely resembles Skynet today is

Google. You may recall that Google purchased the leading artiEcial intelligence company Deep

Mind a little over eight years ago for the paltry sum of $500 million.

This was likely the most important purchase Google made to jumpstart them to Skynet status,

with their already massive surveillance capacity corralling data collected from its search engine,

which controls 93% of the searches in the world. Its Chrome browser and email client, Gmail, has

around 50% use across the internet, and 85% of the world’s smartphones are using Android. All

these give them nearly unlimited data on most of the world’s population.

This is why you absolutely need to pay close attention to most anything Google does, including

the activity of former Google CEO Eric Schmidt. According to a March 28, 2022, report  by Politico

reporter Alex Thompson, Schmidt has held undue sway over U.S. science policy.

“Under Biden’s former science chief, Eric Lander, Schmidt’s foundation helped cover

o;cials’ salaries, even as the o;ce’s general counsel raised ethical =ags ... given

Schmidt’s ?nancial interests in areas overlapping with OSTP’s [O;ce of Science and

Technology Policy’s] responsibilities,” he writes.

In addition to his overlapping Enancial interests, there are also other potential conZicts of interest.

As noted by Thompson, Schmidt cofounded and is a current board member of Civis Analytics, a

data science company that has worked on Democratic campaigns, including Joe Biden’s 2020

presidential campaign.

Schmidt Leverages In<uence to Further His AI Dreams

The OSTP is responsible for setting strategic priorities for the U.S.’s $1.4 trillion annual health and

science spending. In recent years, a primary focus had been the creation of federal policy on

artiEcial intelligence (AI), which is also one of Schmidt’s key areas of interest.

For example, he’s a board member of Rebellion Defense, an AI-focused defense contractor. As

reported by Thompson:

“Two o;cials from Rebellion Defense joined the agency review teams on Biden’s

transition team. It was a win for the young company as no employees at major defense

contractors landed on the agency review teams, The American Prospect reported.

Since Biden took o;ce, Rebellion Defense has received 10 defense contracts, according

to the watchdog Tech Inquiry. On September 15, Axios reported the young company had

raised $150 million dollars at a $1 billion valuation.

Ties to Rebellion have already proved thorny for some members of the Biden

administration. Mina Hsiang, administrator of the US Digital Services, sold her investment

in Rebellion on September 30, weeks after being tapped for the role.

The investment was only worth between $15,000 to $50,000 in January 2021 when she

initially joined the Biden administration. It was worth between $500,000 and $1 million

when she sold it, according to her disclosure forms, prompting a complaint from an ethics

watchdog.”

Schmidt is also invested in Abacus.AI and Sandbox AQ, both of which specialize in AI, and is

funding an AI initiative called AI2050 to the tune of $125 million.  Importantly, Schmidt also chairs

the National Security Commission on AI — created by Congress in 2018 — which last year urged

president Biden to “reject calls for a global ban on highly controversial AI-powered autonomous

weapons,” according to CNBC.

He also founded the Schmidt Program on ArtiEcial Intelligence, Emerging Technologies and

National Power — a “signature initiative” under Yale’s Jackson Institute for Global Affairs and

International Security Studies (ISS).  So, clearly, Schmidt has a bias when it comes to the U.S.

government’s regulation of AI. The more inZuence he has over such regulations, the better it is for

him.

Schmidt Paid White House Science Staff Salaries

According to Thompson, Schmidt’s foundation, Schmidt Futures, indirectly paid the salaries of two

staffers in the White House OSTP, including one of the most senior ogcials of that ogce, chief of

staff Marc Aidinoff.

Schmidt also retained Tom Kalil on his own payroll while Kalil worked as an unpaid OSTP

consultant for four months in 2021. And, on at least one occasion, Kalil helped secure funding

from Schmidt Futures for OSTP personnel. Kalil resigned from the post after ethics complaints

were Eled.

Two other OSTP staffers were being paid through a Federation of American Scientists (FAS) fund

that Schmidt Futures pays into, and FAS chairman, Gilman Louis, served with Schmidt on the

board of the National Security Commission on ArtiEcial Intelligence.

In 2021, then-general counsel for the OSTP, Rachael Wallace and her legal team repeatedly

Zagged potential conZicts of interest related to Schmidt and his foundation.

In the fall of 2021, Wallace also Eled a formal complaint against OSTP science adviser Eric Lander

— who also has close personal ties to Schmidt — claiming he was bullying her in response to “her

consistently raised ethical objections ... including the ogce’s solicitation of funding from Schmidt-

connected organizations for extra staff,” Thompson writes.  Wallace told Thompson:

“I and others on the legal team had been noticing a large number of staff with ?nancial

connections to Schmidt Futures and were increasingly concerned about the in=uence this

organization was able to have through these individuals.”

For example, Schmidt Futures gave out fellowships that paid for staffers’ travel expenses to

science conferences — a practice Zagged by one legal analyst for the OSTP as posing “a very

signiEcant conZict of interest.” Landler resigned in mid-February 2022, after “credible evidence”

proved he’d bullied Wallace and violated other workplace standards.

Schmidt’s Role in the Global Takeover Attempt

Considering the primacy of AI, machine learning and 5G technology in the transhumanist goals  of

the World Economic Forum’s (WEF’s) Fourth Industrial Revolution and Great Reset,  it’s not

surprising to End Schmidt is a WEF alumni under technology and social media, to which he was

selected in 1997.

Google cofounders Sergey Brin and Larry Page are also on that list, as are Bill Gates, former

Microsoft CEO Steven Ballmer, Amazon founder Jeff Bezos, PayPal cofounder Peter Thiel, eBay

cofounder Pierre Omidyar, Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg and Facebook COO Sheryl

Sandberg.

The intersection of biology and machine learning, 5G and AI, are all key aspects of Schmidt’s post-

Google work, and he has advocated for a stronger federal role in funding of these technologies, as

well as various biotech initiatives.

While it’s hard for many to wrap their mind around the transhumanist plan, we simply cannot

remain ignorant about it. As challenging as it is, we have to open our eyes and recognize where all

of these players intend to take us.

Many refuse to consider what transhumanism and the Fourth Industrial Revolution will really

entail, because it’s scary. It’s nothing short of eliminating some of the most fundamental parts of

what it means to be human — including free will and self determination.

As noted by AI and transhumanist researcher Joe Allen, “The coming technological singularity

isn’t human evolution, it’s the annihilation of our species.”  But burying our heads in the sand will

not protect our children and grandchildren. We have a duty to act, to resist and not comply with

the intentional elimination of humanity.

The Global Takeover Hinges on Pandemics and Transhumanism

In a March 29, 2022, Substack article,  Allen discusses the rapid approach of transhumanism,

ushered in by “unaccountable corporations” that “openly force advanced tech into our bodies,”

such as nanodevices to track vaccination status and compliance with medical edicts.

“Three technologies drive the plot of this horri?c story,” Allen writes.  “mRNA gene

therapy, quantum dot tattoos, and arti?cial intelligence. Advanced machine learning, used

to predict the effects of mRNA mutations in silico, allows for lightning fast vaccine

development — including regulatory approval.

Additionally, embedded subdermal tracking systems can ensure that every person on

planet Earth is up-to-date on their shots. Taken together, these innovations are rapidly

converging on a long sought after goal — an inescapable surveillance state, controlled by

corporations, in which the global population is subject to continual medical

experimentation.”

Three technologies poised for commercial adoption, discussed in Allen’s article, are:

• The quantum dot tattoo,  developed by MIT scientist Robert Langer — cofounder of Moderna

— and nanomedicine and bioengineering specialist Ana Jaklenec, and funded by Gates.

To market the quantum dot tattoo, Langer and Jaklenec partnered with Dr. Boris Nikolic to

found a company called Particles for Humanity. Nikolic, a biotech venture capitalist who

once served as chief adviser for science and technology for Bill Gates.  The Gates

Foundation provided $5 million in startup capital.

Nikolic also was apparently a close friend of known pedophile and eugenics enthusiast

Jeffrey Epstein, as he was named successor executor in Epstein’s will.  Both Langer and

Nikolic are also featured on the WEF’s website.

• A biosensor that can monitor both physical behavior and internal biological functioning, and

then reward desired activities with cryptocurrency. The patent for this system, Eled by

Microsoft, is WO/2020/060606.

• A single-injection nanotech vaccine that automatically releases booster doses on a timed

schedule.

AI and machine learning plays a primary role not just in the Enal tracking of human biology and

behavior, but also in the creation of the medical devices in the Erst place, and to speed up the

regulatory process. For example, Moderna has already created “a ton of robotic automation” and

digital systems to help select the most appropriate mRNA for a given shot.

What we’re heading toward is basically a system where AI is making decisions about how the

human body will function, what proteins its cells will produce and to what end, and human

engineers have hardly a clue as to how AI comes to its conclusions. Human biology is quite

literally being handed over to an “intelligence” that operates in a black box.

As noted by Allen, the inner workings of AI is “mostly unknown, even to its creators.”  In 2021,

Dave Johnson, chief data and AI ogcer for Moderna, explained the process to MIT Sloan

Management Review:

“We can integrate ... [algorithms] into these live systems that we have, so that scientists

just press a button and the work is done for them. And they don’t know what’s going on

behind the scenes, but then — poof! — out comes this better [mRNA] sequence for them.”

As noted by Allen:

“Welcome to the Fourth Industrial Revolution, where machines create vaccines that are

regulated by machines and injected into biomechanoid humans who are tracked by

machines.”

Of course, keeping people in an endless loop of vaccinations is not the point. Controlling people

through medicine is. It won’t be long before vaccine passports are networked with a digital

identity, digital Enances, work records and a social credit score, so that disobedience in any

sphere of life can be remedied (read punished) in any number of different ways.

In the end, what they’re after is total control — over your mind, body and Enances. Schwab and his

technocratic allies want to turn mankind into cyborg serfs with limited or no capacity to free will,

and no rights to ownership.

The WEF slogan “You will own nothing and be happy” basically summarizes the transhumanist

plan for humanity. You’ll own nothing, because they will own everything — including and down to

your genetics — and you’ll be “happy” because that’s how your cloud-connected brain will be

programmed.

As ominously noted by history professor and author Yuval Noah Harari, a Klaus Schwab disciple,

those days of the idea that we have a soul and free will “are over.”

To circle back to where we started, what we really need are laws and regulations that protect our

rights to privacy in every sense of the word, both digitally and internally, in our own minds. What

we don’t need are technocrats like Schmidt inZuencing government to remove ethical and legal

hurdles to the transhumanist takeover and facilitating the creation of a cyborg future.

Is the Transhumanist Plan Feasible?

The question is, is any of this actually feasible, or is it all just a megalomaniacal pipedream? As

detailed by Allen, the answer is yes:

“First, it’s clear that Big Pharma has an open ambition to generate endless mRNA

vaccines using arti?cial intelligence. Going further, technocratic elites like Bill Gates and

Robert Langer want human cattle to be tattooed with =uorescent nanoparticles to track

their vaxx status, starting with the Third World. It’s easy to imagine that the rest of us are

next.

What’s worse, similar ambitions are held by numerous partners (and competitors) at the

World Economic Forum, Silicon Valley, the Chinese Communist Party, and elsewhere. This

is not a global conspiracy — these are publicly declared plans.

Second, AI-generated vaccines and subdermal tracking tech already exist, and they are

rapidly improving. Third, the germaphobic masses are now conditioned to submit to any

technology deemed ‘safe and effective.’ This terri?ed horde is also primed to insist that

you submit, too.”

Can We Stop It?

However, while the technocratic elite are moving forward as if nothing can stop them, ignoring any

and all calls for a saner approach to the desire for perfect health and radical life extension, there’s

still hope. Allen closes his article with the following rallying call:

“The transhumanist ambition, implemented through technocratic policies, is to transform

humanity through technology. It’s a delusional quest for perfection, however approximate

— perfect health, perfect cognition, perfect machines. This ambition will never vanish. But

like a devil chained up in the underworld, it can be contained.

The ?rst step is public awareness. The second is a bold personal stance. The third is

community action. The last, and most enduring, is the institutional protection of our

rights, our privacy, and our bodily autonomy.

This struggle against the machine won’t end until the last battery ?zzles out. Prepare

yourself for perpetual warfare. There can be no wishful thinking, but there’s only one

attitude to take — we will win this.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,985 ratings

ORDER NOW
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Of COurse We Can Stop this! Everything these AI men speak about and want to implement (and it is MEN, it is VERY MALE) is already
present in all of us, biologically and naturally. Everything IS consciousness. When we are aware of this giant Eeld of consciousness, we are
able to alter things when we focus and deEne our intentions. These men do it from the material world. But that is bound to fail. It is against
the natural law of things. When we, us , all together use our thoughts and imagination in a focused way and observe the planet in our
imagination to be healed and healthy, ( remember the famous slit experiment!) the AI doesn't stand a chance. I believe in fact, that we have
to go through this horror until we realise that we, together, ARE a natural AI Eeld OURSELVES. If we would learn how to sharpen these divine
forces, these evil men evaporate!
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Is light a particle or a wave? A test designed to see shoots light through a specialized slit allowing particles through one way, waves
another, to determine whether it is a particle or wave. It turns out it all depends on who is watching. If the person watching is
expecting a wave, they get a wave, a particle, they get a particle. Only an extremely faint impression shows up on the opposite side
of the watcher's expectations. Like the Schrodinger's cat in the box thought experiment. The cat is both alive & dead in the closed
box until a watcher opens the box to see. In this case if things follow the light experiment the cat's fate would be determined by the
watcher's expectations.' If I understand piki's point, there is Consciousness to permeate throughout the Whole of Creation, the Whole
of Our Garden, Planet Earth & ourselves.

This Consciousness is a complete combination of all of these things. Ours' is but a small spark in the total. Much like a skin cell has
a consciousness in the total of what we are but is not the whole of us. Should the individual cell try to take over & run what it is not
designed for is to become a cancer cell bringing dis-ease, destruction & death. When we pray, meditate, focus on our connection to
this Consciousness and ask for guidance in our lives for the answers to use our small spark connection to the Devine to Heal & not
Steal no matter how great or small, they all add up in the effort to heal the Cancerous Hole in the bucket.

The Parasitic Predator$ seem squarely stuck in the Material without any acknowledgement to this Consciousness. Impressed & in
love with their own limit awareness cannot experience the unseen, the Whole of Creation. It is not either or, it is both, but one can
dominate. The material is more than obviously temporal, in constant change and Zux. The Whole of Creations Consciousness is
inEnite & when experienced can guide us to make healthy decisions in the material world.
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The important "thing" it to keep the important "things" the important "things."  The fundamental conZict is "who decides" what are the
important "things."  You or "The Powers That Be?" What is important to you? Use your intelligence, life's issues are not black or white.
There are subtleties, nuances, and shades of gray. And trust yourself, knowing if you believe and align yourself with the values and
intentions of the "giant Eeld of consciousness", the "giant Eeld of consciousness" will always have your back. _______"The issue
today is the same as it have been throughout all history, whether man shall be allowed govern himself or be ruled by a small elite."
 Thomas Jefferson
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Put another way, in an ancient city a shopkeeper was set up outside the city gates. One day a family came by with their wagon Elled
with all their worldly goods. The father calls out to the shop keeper, we are moving to start a new life, what kind of people live here?
The shopkeeper answers with well what kind of people lived in the city you just came from? The man answers, oh we hated to move,
it was very nice, and the people wonderful, but unfortunately, we had to move. The shopkeeper answered, oh than you will like this
city too, it is very nice, and the people are good also. Later in the day another family came by the gate, and they engaged the
shopkeeper & asked the same question, what kind of people live here? The shopkeeper again asked well what was it like in your old
city, what were those people like? The man answered, oh it was terrible, the people were skunks and thieves.

The shopkeeper answered, how unfortunate, it is very much like that here. The man & family moved on. Now the shopkeeper's
apprentice took all this in and asked the shopkeeper, sir, why did you give those two families different answers to the same
question? The shopkeeper answered, each will see what they expect to see. If we focus on answers to Heal & not Steal, the unseen
Consciousness can guide us to engage the Material in ways to Heal & not Steal.

Parasitic Parasite$ frame and want us to engage in their either-or directions mostly feeding them material dominance over the
general public. Engaged in the unseen Consciousness employing ways to Heal & not Steal is to be both the unseen & material each
complementing the other. (The shopkeepers mindset.) Piki - While we must acknowledge the evil if we only focus on that we only
have evil. If we acknowledge evil, yet pursue and engage in those things that Heal & Don't Steal, we get a balance from the positives.
Of Course We Can Stop This, Agreed.
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The Global Takeover Hinges on Pandemics and Transhumanism
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Former Google CEO Eric Schmidt may have gained undue inZuence over U.S. science policy)

Schmidt has paid salaries and provided other Enancial beneEts for staff in the White House Ogce of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP),

creating clear conZicts of interest. The OSTP is responsible for setting strategic priorities for the U.S.’s $1.4 trillion annual health and science

spending

)

Schmidt has been keenly focused on artiEcial intelligence in his post-Google work so, clearly, he has a bias when it comes to the U.S.

government’s regulation of AI

)

Schmidt chairs the National Security Commission on AI — created by Congress in 2018 — which last year urged president Biden to “reject calls

for a global ban on highly controversial AI-powered autonomous weapons”

)

The Fourth Industrial Revolution and Great Reset hinge on the creation of pandemics (either real or imagined) to usher in transhumanism and a

system of mental, emotional and physical control

)
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Of Course We Can Stop This, Agreed.
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"it is MEN, it is VERY MALE". That's disgusting and completely untrue. It doesn't get any worse than Hillary, Pelosi, Merkel, Whitmer,
Walenski, et. al. Most of the inane and destructive talking heads on CNN, MSNBC, and the rest of the MSM are female. You are
correct that there is a difference in the sexes. Men, in general, are more expert in and attracted to the study of technology, so there
are more men at the top of the tech food chain for that reason. Women seem equally or more prone to use tech excessively and
destructively. I'm not looking to roll back women's suffrage, which isn't possible anyway, but the fact is if only men voted we'd still
have our freedoms and all these existential threats to western civilization would still be marginal.

Women overwhelmingly vote blue, and for socialist, paternalistic, freedom-robbing policies. Men overwhelmingly vote for freedom
and the dignity of the individual. That's not my opinion, that's a FACT - look it up. The voting habits of women are destroying us! If
you're looking to pigeonhole the sexes, which is a BAD IDEA, you have it backwards.
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What is this: It is all men nonsense? An evil person is an evil person and today there are most certainly both many evil men and
women. What most of these evil people behind the globalist directive(and those who follow them) have in common is that they are
insane, cowardly, stupid weaklings when it comes down to it. Today, women more than ever can have some of the worst qualities
normally attributed to males and none of the good male or female qualities. These evil people seem to have more qualities of
demons rather than humans.
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SteelJ doesn't get the connection between the MEN running the world and the Patriarchy working hard every day (in Texas, for
example) to keep women from gaining a majority of power. According to the patriarchy, women can't be trusted to go along with the
agenda - like Rachael Wallace. The people who do have a little more power than women, are the rest of the men. Unfortunately, they
are so busy promoting misogyny, that they refuse to support women and buy into the divide and conquer tactics. I don't believe the
majority of men are misogynists, but I do think they lack the will to take a woman's side in issues, so it makes it easy for the
controllers to divide. He points to a few token women who really do not have any authority or power. It's an illusion. Why do we not
have a woman president? Why do we not have women CEO's? Why not a woman pope? Think about it.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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What difference would a female president make??? Every president is no more than a Egurehead. A puppet. An actor on a stage. A
distraction. The ones that completely obey and follow all their orders are reinstated (re-elected). The ones who don't follow all the
orders are not reinstated. The ones who follow too few are removed (assassinated).
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gaylezpc,  I think you are more than a little confused.  Why the hell would anyone man or woman want to be the president or the
pope? Any women in actual power are just as evil as the men. Power corrupts most seemingly.  These are positions of pure evil and
complete hypocrisy and most of these "leaders" are puppets or are part of the corporate monstrosity, which terrorizes the world. I
don't recall women leaders being any more compassionate than males- if anything even less so.  My question is why are most of the
most powerful and wealthy complete monsters without any conscience and how did such a bunch of obviously weak and stupid
people attain these heights?I would say their lack of regard for others and being good con artists along with their inbreeding and
inheriting their wealth and power. Rachael Wallace most deEnitely goes along with the evil agenda and her and Fauci should both rot
in Hell.
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM
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Why the hatred for men? Evil is evil, male or female, and there is plenty of both sexes acting evil right now. The problem is PEOPLE
who act evil and ignorant (or outright idiots) that follow them. I don't care what "they" want in terms of transhumanism, it will not
happen in my body and I am not the least bit concerned about it. Although I agree consciousness plays a role, I also think very
concrete action needs to happen. For me, that starts with saying NO.
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steelj
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:43:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Usher12, this -"My question is why are most of the most powerful and wealthy complete monsters without any conscience and how
did such a bunch of obviously weak and stupid people attain these heights?" shows you are a real thinker. There are reasons, I have
what I think are decent reasons, don't have time to get into it now though - gotta pick up a pizza! EXCELLENT question though.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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JustSteve.....light is a  frequency of 4 - 7.5*1014 Hz 750 nm - 400 nm  about 430–750 terahertz ...visible light
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juststeve ---- www.techopedia.com/.../terahertz-thz
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...and how long have I been warning people of this "Beast System"? If we could have stopped this from happening, we would have done so
by now. You only need look at all of the conZicts of interest and the hundreds of Evil Luciferians, who are all connected to each other. They
have total control over what happens in this society and their grip tightens each day. The fact that the majority of the population have been
coerced and conned into restricting their oxygen supply by covering their breathing apparatus (for over 2 years!) and allowing themselves
to be injected with nanobots, should leave no doubt of the control over humanity. Revelation lays it all out; no matter what any man or
woman says. This is coming and we will not stop it!

We have been given so many clues/warnings as to what's coming, over the decades - not only "The Terminator". Here's a classic from 1968
that warns us what happens when we turn everything over to A.I.  www.youtube.com/watch   For those who were naive enough to believe
that "covid" would eventually be over and we could all get back to "normal", I have a news Zash for you: "Normal is gone - forever"! The
takeover of humanity has begun. Covid was merely the testing phase, to determine how much resistance there would be. They have their
answer to that question!
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brianallen1
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VERY little resistance. I was aghast. I couldn't believe I was the only one in the grocery stores without a muzzle. The one encouraging
result was the cashiers were almost always respectful and quite friendly towards me. I was expecting the opposite but I Egure to
them I was a " breath of fresh air", a reminder of what normal really is/ was.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Randy, here's a recent one for you: #165 | FIGHT for your FREEDOM | With David Icke | Rich In Success Podcast - -
www.youtube.com/watch
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Brian; Surreal doesn't even begin to describe the utter insanity! --- Rreal; Thanks for the link. What I take away from that and totally
agree with, is that the majority of humanity have faulty perceptions as to what is really going on in this society. I blame the
brainwashing, conditioning and manipulation of the lamestream media - 98%. Just look at the Paranoid Delusion of the masses; that
some "deadly" global virus is going to kill them all...even though, after two years, most of them haven't even been sick. The Bible
states that God will send a strong delusion...I think, that's about as strong as it gets; although, I have no doubt that there will be more
coming - within the next few years.
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All - I just End the lack of intelligence amazing.  Issues has subtitles, nuances, and shade of gray. Do your homework and study the
issues.  As an example, my brother recently went to see his daughter (Masters Degree), husband (Professional Engineer), and three
young kids. They had to meet outside and all Eve had masks on. They just accept the narrative.  Is re-breathing your own exhaust
good for you? Does indoctrinating your young kids with fear, indicate wisdom?  They are educated, but not what I would deEne as
intelligent.
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Bfr; I call it disturbing. Studying something for a length of time; then learning to do something, with that "knowledge", does not
denote intelligence. Most people are capable of 'learning' something...so are dogs, cats and rats. Wisdom is also totally different
from intelligence. Many people are somewhat intelligent; but in no way, wise. I refer to my favourite example: "Wear the mask
everywhere you go - all the time, to "protect" you from the "deadly" virus. Of course; if you want to eat or drink (or smoke), simply
remove the mask, for however long it takes you to eat or drink. After you've Enished eating or drinking - make sure that you put the
mask back on, to "protect" you from the "deadly" virus"!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM
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Love the passion, Randy! Go get’em.  Smack the stupid out of them!
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Sorry, Ray. I don't think there is anyone who could smack that hard! ;)
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Have you ever watched ScienceChannel? Program Forbidden Secrets? They show secret societies of wealthy men and wome n like
Hillary,Gates, world banking. They meet and decide what actions to take. Just today put it together with what going on today. How
has this program managed to stayy on for several years? Is it that they considered it low risk, not enough watch it?
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Dordee; there are many groups that meet at least yearly and the "Usual Suspects" are always invited! I have no interest in anything on
TV.
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panamadana
Joined On 4/14/2021 12:31:13 PM
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Yes indeed Randy. All of those blatant conZicts of interest expose and prove the complicit fascist corporate government partnership
that are too many too ignore. The fascism is blatantly out in the open now, as are the perps and accomplices behind it. They had to
expose themselves to be able to bring in their planned changes, since there is no way to do that without being noticed. Most or all
government agencies and departments are corporations anyway, so they are all complicit in it together. There is very little difference
between public and private corporations now. Parts of counties and cities are incorporated too. As for that owning nothing and being
happy nonsense, it has so many holes and unworkable details that they haven't Egured out or aren't revealing yet because that would
alert everyone to what their scam plan really is and tip their hand.

I totally agree that the C19 scam was just the Erst alpha test, but I think there was more resistance than they expected. That
resistance is growing quickly too, which they may have underestimated. That is why they are doubling down and pushing harder and
faster now, before they lose control of the narrative and are totally exposed. The jury is deEnitely still out on this, and it is too early to
call the outcome yet. The harder they push their agenda, the more it will poke and prod the sleepers to wake up and join the
resistance.
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Thanks for the reply; Panamadana. I agree that they're doubling down. I believe that they are going to use H5N1 as the next "threat".
They're going to tell us that they already have "safe and effective" "vaccines" for covid; and they're already working on one for the Zu,
so they should be able to whip up one for the "avian" Zu in no time at all! They tried this in 2009 - Universal Flu Shot! Whatever they
do; it's going to be injections, pills, testing, tracing, tracking and surveillance, for the rest of our lives...of this, I am certain! This from
the mainstream, yesterday...looks like a pretty good clue to me! -- "Despite early obsessions with herd immunity, classical herd
immunity leading to disease eradication or elimination is almost certainly “an unattainable goal” with COVID, Dr. Anthony Fauci and
other top U.S public health ogcials wrote in a recent article. SARS-CoV-2 mutates constantly, “neither infection nor vaccination
appears to induce prolonged protection” in many or most people, they said, and there’s been strong resistance to masking and other
efforts to control its spread."
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No we won’t win this, God will. The Bible has already told us what’s going to happen. There will be another World Empire that comes onto
the scene. We call it the New World Order, the Bible calls it The Beast System. A one word description of it is: DESPOTISM - the exercise of
absolute power, especially in a cruel and oppressive way. Many of us have felt this sinister force coming out of the shadows over the past
few years, but this is just the beginning.  The Vatican and her Jesuit Order are controlling the action for now, and the United Nations will use
its power to usher in this Beast System.

Wars and famine will follow, the collapsing of the worlds economy, and the replacement of all currencies in favor of a digital currency will
follow. This will be accompanied by a Mark of the Beast (Empire) that will be required in order to buy/sell. This is what the Bible reveals to
us in the book of Revelation.  A few years ago MIT created something they are calling “a quantum dot tattoo” this project was funded by Bill
Gates. It has since been moved to Rice University in Houston Texas where they are working on perfecting it.

This university has an owl for a mascot, holds close ties to NASA (A Masonic Organization) and brags about being the leading university in
nanotechnology research. The details of this quantum dot tattoo qualify it for the Mark of the Beast, and I Ermly believe that this is where it
will hail from. Do your own research and look into this… The only hope we have can be found in Jesus. There will be NO salvation coming
from politicians, science, or anything else. The Bible shows us the truth, and everyone who rejects it, does so at His/Her own peril.
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Amen.
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Randyfast
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You are correct. Everything that's taking place right now, was prophesized long ago. We are about to enter the next phase of the
Luciferian's evil agenda.
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headache2
Joined On 2/19/2017 5:30:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

quantum dot tattoo is the mark of the beast. In Ancient Astronaut lore the 'Gods' were ETs with knowledge beyond the
comprehension of the ancient inhabitants. The earliest Gods gave ancient inhabitants(AI) a soul. The soul is pure energy which can
not be destroyed and only be transformed. Later ETs (reptilians) arrived and sought to interfere with the development of AIs
transformation into humans. The 'Gods' with a greater knowledge banished the reptilians to subterranean Earth. The reptilians have
been abducting humans since and transforming their genetics using the energy of the soul.

Then the transformed (demons) were set out and disguised as humans to transform the remaining humans. The method is injection
of reptilian RNA into human genome (the vax). rumble.com/v10miez-world-premiere-watch-the-water.html?mref=22lbp&..
 www.brighteon.com/2b090826-787f-4d03-9f78-a1a80d3fe767 www.brighteon.com/60556b94-86af-4eae-aa59-441b02b71c33
www.brighteon.com/0d74ac38-dcf9-44e6-99f6-96c6a59abcf9
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AMEN!!!!!!!!!!
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Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM
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As someone else said, Don't Test.  Just refuse. Period. Against your religious belief, and that belief doesn't have to be Christian. Don't vaxx.
Dont mask as much as possible. Don't let them zap your head for a "temperature". Don't Test. Don't feed the monster.
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I never comply, I stand and ask "why?"
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AMEN! Or just be bullheaded like me. At 81 I have been tested 3 times, always negative. I refuse the jab, masks. I will treat myself
with that which I know treats the actua illness,not symptoms, keeps my immune system strong. I will trust in God to keep me safe.
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I Ermly agree with the Enal paragraph to this article. "This struggle against the machine won’t end until the last battery Ezzles out. Prepare
yourself for perpetual warfare. There can be no wishful thinking, but there’s only one attitude to take — we will win this.” We have our work
cut out for us. Over the last 30 years there have been about 6,000 people go through Klaus Schwab's school for "Young Global Leaders".
They are everywhere, like roaches. Soon the Durham group will begin the take down of the deep state. The deep state and Klaus roaches
will be history. All of us have to do our part in this struggle, however small or large. Pushback every day if only in your thoughts. As the
jabbed continue to die we will have more join us in our "perpetual warfare".
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5G as a weapon ain't gonna happen. And it looks like Elon Musk is wearing a black hat. I am looking forward to how he goes about
life with his money. I see him in a white hat. Wishful thinking?
www.theverge.com/23026874/elon-musk-twitter-buyout-news-updates  ---------------------
www.lewrockwell.com/2022/04/no_author/has-elon-musk-stumbled-into-some..
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A long rambling interview with lots of HOPE. Mike Adams with David Wilcock. David saying the NWO will not happen.
www.brighteon.com/a472b7c0-673a-4f27-92e5-01a5ce216d07
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rrealrose
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Thanks Otis, rambling is an understatement, yet interesting!
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lilitu_adamah
Joined On 2/1/2021 3:06:08 AM
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"Sodium is an element without which the nervous system cannot function because it is what provides the electrical transmission potential
to the nerve cells. Bodies are electrical, they do not function on calories, everything is electrical potential and its interaction of transmission
and retention voltages between cells. If the system decays, you enter a disease process. All types, depending on where the electrical
problem is. Because everything is psychosomatic, a process of consciousness that manifests, that curdles, that agglomerates energy into
something tangible called matter, this by energetic nodes as explained in Mechanics of Manifestation. So, you control the sodium in the
body, speciEcally the sodium-potassium cellular pump effect, and you control the electrical impulse and electrical transmission potential of
a body.

And you control over where or how much frequency of electrical current can be achieved by changing the sodium-type transmitting
potential that predominates in the body. Right now industrial table salt in all countries contains sodium Zuoride. Sodium Zuoride neutralizes
the salt, and changes its electrical transmission potential to a speciEc frequency range, which the controllers already have, who in turn
impose their black magic mind control on them using multiple systems or methods, from mass media, or direct black magic.

Sodium Zuoride is present in basically all industrialized foods. Not only in toothpastes. We also End the large scale presence of
Monosodium Glutamate which demyelinates neurons by lowering their depolarization potential in their axons, hindering electrical
transmission in general. Basically what Monosodium Glutamate does is like removing or thinning the insulation of an electrical wire,
causing leaks and short circuits. From there we End a number of saline chemical compounds in processed foods that also alter the
transmission frequency and electrical potential of the human body's nervous system."
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"So, since the electrical energy of the human body is based on 'micro frequencies' and coupled with other technologies such as
electromagnetic radiation and now inoculations, and this whole system is altered by the lack of the right kind of salt, the 'zombie'
effect, at least for me, is explained from an angle never seen before. Sodium is good and necessary. It is not true that it causes blood
pressure to rise due to Zuid retention and other biochemical processes. I see this demonizing of salt as part of the control over the
sodium of the Earth in order to zombify or stupidity the masses.

One should take sea salt, real, pure, or pure mineral derivatives of salt such as Himalayan salt, and the like. Non-industrialized salt.
And Zuoridated salt consumption should be avoided at all costs. There is mineral salt from mines, basically Old Sea Salt. It is not as
good as the sea one in my opinion, but at least it is not Zuoridated."
 swaruu.org/transcripts/sodium-and-salt-zombiEcation-of-humanity-black..
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ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM
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I agree, salt is essential. Here's a great interview by Mark Hyman, MD with another salt lover James J. DiNicolantonio about his book
"The Salt Fix" www.youtube.com/watch  In the interview he mentions adding a little salt in coffee, and it's actually delicious. Now, if I
forget to add a pinch of salt in my coffee, it feels like there is something missing :)
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Randyfast
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I only use Himalayan Pink salt. Here's a wealth of good info on MSG.  foodsthathealyou.com/over-34-hidden-names-for-msg
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Wow! A huge thank you for your input. I've been in conversation with someone about the role of industrial Fluoride. I resonate with
the entire article you linked.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sure...Electrolytes (add magnesium/potassium/bicarbonate) induce electron-"lights" to provoke personal EM-Eelds that combine
with the "consciousness" of the universal energy Eeld which drives energy to impart qualities upon the molecular world...after
Einstein. ArtiEcial intelligence forms a "hive mind" already in place; call it artiEcial individual stupidity. Control has always been the
goal of rulers imposed via food/chemicals/fear/religion and now the gods of technology have the power to mechanize robotic
obedience. The individual will has already been crippled by the physical factors you mention combined with the incessant
psy-messaging of mass media. They line-up for poison shots the way they line up to face glorious death in wars. Maybe AI means
"ArtiEcial Insanity"... the result of immoral men controlling fellow men? And yes, to follow the popular narrative is to reduce the
strength of one's energy Eeld in deference to a queen bee.
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Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Grow your own, go organic!Find sources of grassfed meats, milk.
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lilitu_adamah
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Food grade ingredients: Sodium bicarbonate (9 parts) Calcium chloride (1 p) Potassium bicarbonate (1 p) Magnesium chloride (1 p)
 NAC (1 p) ALA (1 p) MSM (1 p)  Mix them together and keep in a glass jar. The mix will have a pickled-cucumbers-in-brine smell like.
You can take 2 to 4 grams in about 200ml water 2-3 times a week. Lemon or lime juice and a pinch of raw sea salt (or/and black salt
Kala Namak) can be added. Or can be used as a daily basis in 500ml water from which we can drink over the day.
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Joined On 8/31/2021 11:36:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is pure hubris to think we humans exist independently from nature and our technology can replace the web of life we depend on. Our
attention now should be focused on reversing the mass extinction of life forms caused by our pursuit of material growth while ignoring the
pollution we generate and the destruction of habitat to sustain biodiversity. Any new technological panacea would require an enormous
increase in energy consumption and a corresponding increase in pollution both of which are already reaching limits. Besides, why assume
that human intelligence is exceptional, when it is apparent that our faults and ignorance are what have brought our species to the brink of
extinction?
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this link is a must read for those that think there are available resources for these A I dreamers to realize their God like wet dreams -
 phys.org/news/2022-04-usa-eu-responsible-majority-ecological.html
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Great post norecovery. I think it's quite obvious human intelligence is exceptional though. Exceptional, not necessarily better. I'm a
hunter and Esherman, so live close to and thus love and respect all creatures, except for ticks, mosquitos, and Zies of course. It's
just incredible how the so-called "lesser" (not lesser at all though IMO) creatures survive and prosper where we'd wither and die. My
dog (and every dog) sees and knows things of which I have no clue. It's such a savage, cruel, unforgiving natural world, but so
beautiful, wondrous and kind at the same time. I'll never understand it, I just love it and try to be a good steward. Our institutions
aren't doing that very well.
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Amen! and our selEshness, me, myself and I only ones to count.
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Something Dr. Zelenski said long ago stands out to me in regards to the bioweapon/shot..; There are those that are giving up their future for
the present and then those that are giving up their present for the future. I paraphrase but essentially we get the idea. I realize many people
are coerced and forced but for the ones that want to travel and enjoy life NOW?... their future of course, most likely is grim as the poison
will take its toll ..... but people that do not take the shot and face ridicule, harassment, and are unable to travel?..... WE'RE giving up pleasure
and freedoms NOW (although in my opinion nothing free about losing bodily autonomy..) for our future, most likely our future in
Christ....your behaviour and choices reZects what you value most..... that is ALL that matters...
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Amen!
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chilliewillie555gmail.co
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:32:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Minute they try to inject me is the minute I do something terrible.
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brianallen1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone who attempts to give me a shot will get shot.
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I hope those are not empty words, Brian. It's why we have the 2nd. Really, whoever sent the jabbers would need your "treatment"
more.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I carry 24/7. Not as an intimidation but because I am at the age where I am unable to physically defend myself. Still in great health.
Just a high mileage vehicle.
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Talk is cheap....
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I may be 81-82 but heaven help them if they try this! They may get me but i will take a few with me.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Today is a good day to start wearing my new shirt which boldly proclaims DO NOT COMPLY

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 6:00:00 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love it. Thumbs up 

👍

 from me.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 8:26:37 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Makes the wife uncomfortable but I have had enough. I Egure I will basically get 3 types of reactions. Approval. Clueless ness (what
does that mean?). Avoidance.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 8:53:18 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You don’t need the zombies shedding on you anyway. And might gain a few friends from the approval crowd somewhere along the
way.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 1:47:01 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like I been harping about the past 2+ years is now coming true 5G will be used to CULL Mankind....... Legal action in one city :
ehtrust.org/wp-content/uploads/PittsEeld-Health-Board-Cell-Tower-Orde..  and thuis will snowball.......and these towers and 5G MUST
STOP  5G MUST be Halted in schools and Hospitals and world wide towers MUST be removed......or billions will die .........simply put is 5G is
alowed to "lord over" billions it will cull Billions Do Or DIE!!!!!!!!!!! HALT DARPA........distroy 5G towers......remove 5G from everywhere of YOU
will DIE!!!!!!!!!!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 1:57:06 AM
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pattope
Joined On 7/1/2020 10:15:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Bible states that God SPOKE His creation into existence. These satanic counterfeits are "creating" (NOT) from that which GOD has
already created. In other words, all they are doing is making a mess (again).  Nothing that this group of companies/individuals has done in
the past has been sustainable or worthy. The whole process of change that they have set forth is based on lies and deception. The Bible
tells us that Satan is the father of all lies. The video states that most of the individuals involved do not believe in God. However, it has been
reported that many of the elite/corporate heads/etc have strong connections to satanism. All satanists believe in God, so I do not see that
statement of his as accurate.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 1:55:49 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An incredibly egotistical scientist called on God one day and proclaimed that he was going to make a human because he considered
himself so intelligent and talented. So, he called out and asked God if it was ok to do so. "Certainly, go right ahead" God answered.
The scientist began to scoop up some clay when God shouted down to him "Hey, go create your own dirt!"

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 2:20:55 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Of course Satan believes in God, that is why he realizes that he has to deceive man into believing his lies. This has been going on
since creation, hence the apple and Eve. Ever attempt to take control is simply a dress rehearsal for others to build on.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 5:32:39 PM
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Theophilus1776
Joined On 1/18/2021 10:46:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“You will own nothing and be happy.” Sounds a lot like the Borg.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 7:14:14 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To anyone who took the nanobot shot: "You have been assimilated - resistance is futile".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 7:34:52 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They want to steal our souls

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 8:22:03 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In many ways Star Trek has been telling us of things to come for years now. Doubt if Hollywood realized it though.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"A Plot to Terminate life"? The plot is already here, and more on the way per Reiner Fuellmich
rumble.com/v112ehz-dr.-reiner-fuellmich-urgent-warning-to-the-world-ai..
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reiner is one heck of a good lawyer and he is working to protect us all.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are many lawyers involved in this.
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ina24275
Joined On 12/31/2013 8:14:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The foundation of ArtiEcial Intelligence is Human Stupidity and therefore doomed. It'll just take a while to become apparent and then it may
already be too late to safe the human species.
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jen3070
Joined On 4/11/2017 12:46:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES, this! A creation cannot be any better than its creators, ultimately. This is evidenced by computer parts that fail, data that gets
corrupted, and operating systems with bugs. There is no reason to think that AI will come to the right conclusions (both good and
true) about anything. Who in their right mind would think such things could or should rule over us?! It's like the idolators who worship
a statue that is impotent. But they aren't in their right minds; they are possessed.
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whatever the “plans” are of WEF, the mRNA injected zombies will have a kill list of its members to eradicate. As it becomes clear, even to
the dimmest of witted that the shot is poison, they will want vengeance for their family, friends and selves. Those so motivated will have
nothing to lose and hence be the perfect assassin. The false sense of security engendered by private security will be the threat as those
charged with protecting the guilty will avenge their loved ones.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

pharmaceutical crime cartels are the enemies of humanity. They are the ones who control the rotten western societies. The best defense
against "AI" and Google is to use DE-Googled smart phones, or independently developed phones like Librem 5. the big minus in using these
phones - they are far inferior vs Samsung Galaxy and others. Nothing can be done so far. Just use your brain, not Google's brain. Use email
services based in Norway like Runbox, and in Germany like Poster, Protonmail, Tutanota.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Bible shows us who is controlling things in Revelation 17, and it just so happens to be the same people who own the
pharmaceutical industry. Here’s a hint: she resides on 7 mountains, and from this city has been controlling the kings of the earth for
along time.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ray, I'll take "Vatican" for a trillion dollars.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just like J.D. Rockfeller was an enemy of America way back when he coerced colleges to follow his "chemical medicine" agenda or
lose his funding. That is when medicine in America was destroyed in search of the Almighty Dollar. Western medicine is nothing
about science.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AI always was, and will continue to be, wishful thinking BS, because machines can't ever think, let alone become sentient, because they are
solid-state digital devices, and "Quantum Computing" won't change that! Real brains are highly physically adaptive, auto-wiring, holographic,
and use multiple kinds of communication, so impossible to replicate in solid-state devices, and probably damned hard to interface with for
much other than for some nerves. AI is merely a re-brand of machine learning, which must have some human involvement to deEne the
targets and change the data training when it doesn't give the expected results! Attempts to augment animals or people with AI for thinking
enhancement or dynamic mind control, are doom to fail! The people involved in these stupid, corrupt, and/or destructive technocratic
actions can only be described as idiots, deranged, or insane, and this hubris will ultimately end in humiliating system failure, clique
desertion, and rebellion.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You must not believe that fallen angels and demonic beings will be inZuencing the AI. I believe otherwise.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder myself, Raythe4th. Whenever humans make an idol and worship it a demon jumps in. Hence the pagan gods were
sometimes entities responding to their prayers and ceremonies. Why not possess the ultimate idol? Technological devices.
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keythong, correct, which is why they will outlaw driving your own car once they have enough self-driving cars on the road. And after
everybody runs out and buys a electric vehicle!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perpetual warfare, bollocks!  This insane plan is doomed to failure, because they already haven't Egured out to make these jabs safe
enough for the death and disability they cause to be plausibly deniable. As of the last Egures, only 29% of Americans to whom the jabs have
been available have gotten boosted, and only 1% of those within the last month.  That particular curve has Zattened.
usafacts.org/.../covid-vaccine-tracker-states    The COVID case rates and death rates among the most heavily jabbed nations, including S.
Korea, New Zealand, and Australia, the very "model for control" of this scamdemic, not so much (choose cases per million and deaths per
million from the menu and sort by clicking the column): www.worldometers.info/coronavirus  Rates of jabs per nation:
 www.cnn.com/.../global-covid-vaccinations    What WILL happen is that the great scam will crash hard.

And then, about 4 generations later, folks who weren't around to remember this insanity will fall for a different variation of the same theme.
Just like we're now about 4 generations along from Hitler and Stalin.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We even have those who say Hitler did not happen, no concentration camps, etc. I have friends who were in those camps or were
forced to leave Germany or die because they spoke against Hitler.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tell; ya what.......if 5G is completed ........any student will be effected and 90% the population willl cease to exist....>This needs 5G  >>>
"T"he Global Takeover Hinges on Pandemics and Transhumanism"....<<< This can not exist with out 5G.......remove 5G
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

truthcomestolight.com/children-are-being-destroyed/?utm_source=mailpoe..  "Children Are Being Destroyed by Dr. Vernon Coleman April
15, 2022 Children today are being systematically and deliberately destroyed – both mentally and physically. We are horriEed at the way
children were pushed up chimneys in the 19th century. Making children work long, arduous hours was considered normal at the time but
the children abused in this way were …"
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thankevanne
Joined On 3/17/2011 7:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They will never get so far as to removing free will/choice - God, who gave us free will, will not allow it. We are in the latter end of the "Last
Days" when Satan will be subdued and the Earth transformed.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When someone promotes transhumanism, we need to ask some simple questions:  - will it make us better people?  - will it make us more
loving, more accepting, more giving?  - will it improve our spirits?  - will it improve the healthiness of our communities?
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website_reader
Joined On 7/30/2020 3:55:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think we should start here - coachdavelive.video/video/3870/coach-dave-live-%7C-4-12-2022-%7C-dead-..  as that has been picked up by
some other people, including a legal group which is trying to get some action on this in Congress. If we cannot care about human life now,
we never will.
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jjule85
Joined On 10/20/2020 9:59:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time for Yuval, Soros , Klaus, Fauci, Gates, etc to be eradicated. Period. These narcissistic psychopaths do not have empathy or
compassion. It’s us or them time. They are lunatics. Remember, people poo pooed Hitler. Didn’t believe he’d gain the power he did.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No Kissinger on your list? Who do you think recruited those others?
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am not in the US currently and MAY be safer than if in the US. My income IS US based so I am vulnerable and may NOT be able to maintain
income. May things slow down as Joe starts getting blocked as his senilites become more obvious. So stay alert and aware.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unless something major changes, we are in for a recession. It could become another great depression.
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One very simple question ! Have any of the alleged variants so far been ogcially "isolated" ? We hear about one after another coming from
the media, government etc. but considering they have been all part of this HOAX from the beginning, are there really any ogcially isolated
and documented variants? After the Erst one everybody with any suspicion knew there would more and more to keep the scam going. If you
have an opportunity to watch the documentary "Watch the Water"...... do watch it. Biochemists that have seen it are saying everybody
should watch it.
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chrismorley
Joined On 10/28/2021 12:23:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and Schmidt is a member of the evil Bilderberg group
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Indeed and the Bilderberg group has ties( created by ) to the Jesuits. They are at the top of the control/power network.
www.youtube.com/watch
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hucifer
Joined On 4/17/2008 8:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can we stop it? No. Can God? Absolutely. And He will.
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps training to be a sniper would be of great beneEt to the planet.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NO matter who says what..........the solid FACT is 5G is here to cull 6-7 billion people..and it will eradicate 7 billion in a few hours.......until
these towers and the mini towers and units on street light poles and chimineys and tall nuilding are removed and distroyed   we will live
umder 5G radiation 24/7 unto ya get sick and die......simple facts.....5G will kill you
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eric Schmidt buddy sits on this board too    www.cfr.org/.../nicholas-f-beim-1    to thicken the plot search for :  "  DARPA.AI-powered
autonomous weapons """ and see what a mess the world is in
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Nusha25
Joined On 4/22/2020 11:21:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fact of the matter is men are projecting life with their ego. The Satan of this world isn't a creature with horns and pitchfork, it's your
ego. You've been programmed your whole life to copy the rich and famous. This competition to show the world you're better, smarter, richer,
etc etc, will never end until we learn the truth. Evil then is created in your mind, because that's what everybody else do, so you must do the
same things too to get there. As you know, most of the people up there are willing to do despicable things to gain power, control and wealth.
            We cannot see the way things are as long as our mind is not awakened from its own delusion. These Globalists are never going to
reach fulElment. They'll always look for something else to entertain their desires. They still have a lot to learn. They think they're all mighty
and powerful with their money, but all they accomplish is destruction and misery to others and themselves.
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If one does the research and stops buying into the political theater which is scripted for the Divide and Conquer tactic that keeps people
from the realizing the root of the problems with this system one Ends the Jesuits at the tip of the spear the connections are everywhere just
open your eyes. The Jesuit Order and the Papacy a large Jesuit/Masonic network operates as admitted by them in 112 countries. This well
organized network backed by the Catholic Church /Vatican has been chipping away at the USA and it's Constitution since it's founding (
they have even poisoned and assassinated those that stand in their way ) Check out the connection with Eric Schmidt ( former Google CEO)
and the Erst Jesuit Pope.

Pope Francis aka Jorge Mario Bergoglio(201) who live in Rome in the Domus Sanctae Marthae( 201) in Suite 201 which connects to EVENT
201 the coronavirus simulation in NYC 10/18/2019.  201 Jesuits were rescued by Catherine the Great after one of their many suppressions
in their dark sordid history. Technology and Society: In January 2015, Schmidt and Jared Cohen, director of Google Ideas, met with Pope
Francis to discuss technology and society. This was the Erst meeting between the Pope and a technology leader, which was subsequently
followed by other tech leaders visiting the Vatican. Hmmm. Critical thinking people use it or lose it.
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KingaBarry0
Joined On 12/8/2019 10:27:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola has promoted EFT for a long time. Why don't we then tap on these issues individually, combining it with prayers, if it aligns
better with our beliefs. The USSR fell because of strong spiritual upswell among the satellite nations, with good leadership from pJohn Paul
II. Spirit, soul, does matter, and can be a tidal force unchained. The technocrats are simply atheists at war with the Divine, Lucifer like, who
wanted to be like God. Kurzweil and the like want to create god, but can't explain what came before the First Big Bang. We can tap: "We are
stronger, smarter, healthier, more spiritual, than,,,,,,            " Good and freedom wins in the end,,,,,           " God created nature, Satan hates
God's creation.....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

digitalcommons.northgeorgia.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1020&c..  AI isd gonna cull earth
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone ever watched Science Channel show Forbidden Secrets? It has been running several years now and i just made the connection.
They have one show about secret societies, are they seeking to control the world, etc? What are they up to? Among members, Hillary
Clinton, world banking, Gates. Wondering how this stayed under the radar and stayed on the air, why they haven't tried to get it taken off the
air? Hinting at what we all know to be true.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Satan is always forced to show his hand in all things. Therefore, nobody can accuse God of not having provided warning.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 4:30:32 PM
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Power,in the evil state of mind,with no belief of the Creator,Can only go as far as allowed... When The Creator say`s your time is up !Humans
with the GRACE of GOD, will DO, The ones with DONT will [go to hell]...Simple,a kid can understand that, Ya Ya ...
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justbev2
Joined On 4/25/2015 12:36:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An interesting video. www.youtube.com/watch
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highseaspirate
Joined On 11/27/2021 12:11:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see many comments on the men vs women thing. Please try not to be distracted by that. It's planted there on purpose,so you will spend
time and energy arguing with each other over that rather than focusing on the main points outlined in this really well done article. :) Karl
Marx said "religion is the opiate of the masses." They have never been able to overcome that part of humans...spirituality and/or religion. It
sounds like they want to destroy that part of ourselves that plays a role in those very human drives, "the idea that we have a soul and free
will “are over.”22" They so badly want to destroy that part of us, that they have invented this tracking system to ensure it is eliminated from
human DNA entirely. Total destruction. The "unvaxxed" will literally be the greatest threat to their ends. And let's say it together, their ends
justify their means. They have studied the power of belief. And they are terriEed of it. Do not tell anyone if you have managed to avoid these
vaccinations up until now.
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I like the idea of vaccinations so much I had a visual of slicing my arm to bleedout the ingredients of the vaxx.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Resonating with the notion that our freedom is the one thing they can't control. I see the foundation of this being a moral choice that
we make for ourselves. We can serve God or mammon / the world. We can submit to a God above us or imagine that we can
somehow be saved from that humbling state by trusting in the world's promises. Not only is there no future in the second choice,
there's not much present, because our hearts can End no peace until they rest in God (as Augustine said).
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MysticTuba
Joined On 5/28/2009 10:48:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I continue to wonder if all concerned are not aware that they are not their bodies, but only inhabiting them, and they will go back Home
when they leave their "meat coats" behind and join up with their real self, which is a Light. You can't damage a Light or kill it; it put on the
"meat coat" to have the experience, and granted, the experience is a whopper, but we are Lights and not bodies. If you think you are a body,
you're going to focus entirely on what happens to that body and forget about what you really are.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Light energy
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cdbevis1
Joined On 7/10/2010 9:47:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DeEnitely agree that our positive vibration and consciousness or love always win. I have a question I have yet to see anyone address. Is it
possible the China zero Covid policy is based on info about the GMO virus/vaccines we do not know?
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does China have a better medical practice than the rest of us? They have had HEALERS there for centuries. Wonder if the Commies
ever work with them?
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nojusticenopeace
Joined On 4/29/2011 2:13:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Jesuits are/were behind Communism and have had inZuence over China and Asia for a long time. All the global leaders must
bow down to the papacy or feel the wrath of this group that uses occult and esoteric knowledge to deceive the masses mostly
through media they have their people in all areas of government too. Love may win in your home but these people are dark/evil and
way ahead of those here that just started truth seeking when the Covid lies smacked them in the face. And many only because they
call themselves conservatives which in this psychological operation they gave team red clues to question the ogcial narrative. Get
books about the Jesuits who portray themselves as doing good things for humanity however with a bit of research and reading that
lie is quickly obliterated.
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To be human is to fail and to rise again, to have different life experiences and different personalities and therefore leaders rising to the top
with different leadership styles and methods. How does AI mimic this and will it chose and AI to bully or to be a "yes” AI or since it stores
everything in a shared data base form a consistent single opinion every time. Personalities who do not share life experiences are therefore
unpredictable express individually their particular leanings the solutions variable uncensored and many but AI may not be able to do this
and so repeat the same type of solution and mistakes ultimately being predictable so that another AI in competition can Egure it out. I
guess human creativity and unpredictability is an advantage given limited resources for both human and AI. “To err is human” and it creates
imperfection and therefore a myriad of personalities.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone heard anything from Dr David E Martin? He is so good, I miss him!
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

020202 - Dr. David Martin recently Eled a suit in Utah on behalf on a plastic surgeon. They are asserting that these "vaccines" are not
vaccines, but experimental gene therapy. Dr. Martin has all of the patent info to back this claim. If successful, that means that
everyone was lied to & those that are injured from them will be able to sue the 'vaccine" developers.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For the past 10-12 years Moderna has been focused on how to bring life back if it is eradicated.
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DavidHye
Joined On 7/25/2021 10:00:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

:) I am pretty sure you mean Silicon. Silicone is what is used in breast implants!
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There never was a pandemic, only a panic induced demic. COVID was not a signiEcant change from prior disease breakouts. The only
differences were our perception and our responses to our perception. Before COVID, pandemic was medically and scientiEcally deEned. Of
course there were differences in deEnitions, but COVID did not meet, and has not yet met any of the deEnitions of pandemic. The COVID
pandemic is an induced perception that must be maintained until control is total. What is total control? The ability to "declare" a pandemic
and then declare the requirements to address the pandemic.

It is a pandemic of fear, and of control, not of disease. But wait, there's more... "Transhuman" is also not deEned. Instead, it's a moving
target - one that cannot be deEned or challenged simply because there is no debatable deEnition of a transhuman. There is a "transhuman
agenda" to integrate technologies, but the goal of the transhuman agenda is not to enhance human abilities, but to control individual
humans and to limit the ability of humans to form powerful communities.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m wondering if they’re already poisoning our food. I got violently ill last night after I took my vitamin c and ate a banana. My heart rate also
went up to 158 beats per minute. I thought I was going to have to go to the hospital and we know what they’re doing to people in those
places. I haven’t been sick like that in years. Last night was the most horrible night of my life. I had to throw away the clothes I was wearing
and my watch. How are we supposed to know if our food is contaminated? I guess we don’t know until we eat it
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My stomach is sick all the time due to insane levels of fear. And rage. I don't care what happens to the Covidians at this point. But
they are dangerous to the rest of humanity. Seriously. Without them the globalists could not get away with this.
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reg5821
Joined On 8/11/2019 12:13:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some vitamins have coatings which contain wheat gluten and other things you might react to.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

tallulah...Interesting... too much potassium with a vitamin with potassium? with nothing else?
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rensmith these are stressful times. There are times when I try not to think about it and read a good book or watch an old movie. reg I
always take the capsules apart and put it either in orange juice or water.  020202 I didn’t think of that but it makes sense. I looked it
up and I had all those symptoms.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes I believe there are sinister forces that has been enslaving and are trying to continue to slave humanity. Debt slavery has been going on
for decades if not centuries. Yes it is scary to think that these sinister forces exist but I believe it's true and we must wake up to it or we will
be done for. God help us and we must pray to God and ask for his help in defending humanity's free will against tyrannical governments and
evil entities who want to control us or destroy us. Please God help us!
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WEF is dangerous as is Schwab plus we all know of some others. Stay aware but independent as much as you can!
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matahawa
Joined On 8/28/2016 3:59:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a Schmidty thing to do!
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jsmccord7
Joined On 2/16/2010 1:16:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The black hats want us dead.....Georgia GuideStones....!!!!
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden is death on gasoline & diesel vehicles. Much better performance & reliability!!!!!
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markbrodyhomeopath
Joined On 8/16/2018 7:03:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Technomania sees nothing but its own possibilities, and fails to perceive its intrinsic limitations. It is a pie in the sky mind-project that has
become untethered from its earthly limitations. We can create God through technology, so those supposedly gifted with vision say. Exhibit
A: the mrna vaccine which "hacks the software of life", according to Moderna's chief medical ogce Tal Zaks. Wow! Amazing! Think of what
is possible! Spaceships to Mars! Total control of the world's population! Except the mrna "vaccine" is an unmitigated disaster. So will all
their other projects be unmitigated disasters.

The biotechnologists and those who have fallen under their spell have become drunk with power that they imagine having, but do not yet
possess. They fail to perceive that the world we now live in is the greatest miracle possible and that it is only our failure to appreciate that
miracle that leads us to try to one-up what needs no improvement. What does need improvement is the soul of mankind, which fails to
perceive the wonders all around it and fails to End a way towards acceptance and inner peace, instead always trying to improve on what is
already complete.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This idea that they can completely control the human mind without destroying the human body is unsubstantiated. Psychiatrists
have been trying to End ways to do this for a long time. Disability and death are the hallmarks of the Eeld. All the supposed beneEts
of their medicine are deadening and killing certain parts of the brain to numb emotions and keep people too tired to do unruly things.
I have stayed abreast with psychiatry and found no real progress in "treatments." Just new efforts to rebrand the profession and
reduce "stigma" for psychiatrists. And marketing campaigns based on reports of mass shootings.

What the nanoprobes can work for is spying. And watching people's vitals every hour of the day.  Total end of privacy. Monitoring
your body will be linked to the virtual money they will allow you. (Unless you opt out.) I can also imagine a body full of nanoparticles
could be easily killed. Hack the nano particles and get them to attack the brain or other vital organs. Certain parts of the brain being
used, the wrong heart rate, not having the right pulse when a State Technocrat appears on your screen--and the person could be
executed in their own home by remote.
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cam7371
Joined On 6/21/2020 1:35:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Over the past 100 years, we have been warned about this very thing through books, movies and television shows. We have had plenty of
time to avoid this nightmare. I think that the authors of these books were well aware that humanity was on a runaway train. We can’t seem
to stop it from happening.
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Ambereyes
Joined On 11/29/2015 1:58:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a fantastic article, Dr Mercola -- an eye opener!!! Many thanks!
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Vec7512
Joined On 6/22/2020 5:23:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AI isn't an actual technology but more of marketing speak. People understand the Terminator and other "machines are evil" plots, but they
are only movies. However, marketing guys know they have an handle that is understood, so they use it.   AI is actually a group of
technologies grouped together for marketing purposes. The technologies in that group come and go.  For example, machine learning is a
simple database operation that been around since at least the 1960s. From its early days until about 2018, it was not considered AI. In
other words, for more than 50 years, it was not AI, but it is now.  On the other hand, object oriented programming (OOP), was speciEcally
created as an AI technology. It was the heart of AI for about 10 years.

But now, no one thinks OOP is AI.  Deep Learning (DL) is considered AI. DL is actually a Elter that belongs to digital signal processing (DSP)
but with a twist. DSP is a type of inEnite series. DL allows the coegcients of the series to change to meet an objective goal. You might note
the similarity to OOP. This is why they say they don't know how it works inside the box, but it is actually a simple "one off" or indirect
algorithm. This types of things are common all through software (not just AI).  In the end, marketing guys use AI when the software they are
promoting has no other feature that they understand or want to emphasize. AI is the lazy option.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone may want to watch portions of this history lesson - Randy posted this link under yesterday's article: "GENOCIDE CONFIRMED: 3.5
MILLION Americans Died In 2021. Deadliest Year EVER in USA. Vaccine Madness!" - - www.bitchute.com/.../IACs5XaBV0q3  - am not
suggesting this is balanced reporting, Tim simply gives his views and a glimpse into what has been hidden in plain sight for 80 years or
more.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

An Indiana life insurance company conErmed and sounded the alarm also.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@rrealrose, History is a LIE agreed upon!!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz, Michael Jackson proclaimed that "All history is a lie. Don't believe it." He was killed days later.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rreal; have you seen this one yet? --- www.bitchute.com/.../NfMWX8XyrQgv
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You always bring great info to the table, rrealrose! I’ll watch this simply because you posted it!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, Raythe4th, Brian, junieb, leahoz, and everyone:  No time to catch all! Suggest watching/listening to at least the Erst hour of
this Corona Committee session 100: outlines where we've been taken by Medical Tyranny and what intentions may be ahead, going
forward. Gaining momentum?? Session 100: Last Stop: Justice - the Erst hour outlines how much water already Zowed under the
dam without many seeing or reporting on deep ramiEcations. Then jump to 1hr 40 minutes or so, news we are not being told, serious
media manipulation may have started years ago. Much has been artiEcially constructed. Do we need a reminder of inversion?  Here's
a brief David Icke discussion on topic last fall: Most People Don't Understand Who 'THEY' Really Are | NEW DAVID ICKE 2021 - -
www.youtube.com/watch  (tucked behind one of embedded youtube videos above - )
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Okay; I have that session 100 in my queue. I'll try to get to it after I Enish the other Reiner video, then watch/listen to Dane Wigington.
then...I need more hours in a day!
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ulika7
Joined On 7/11/2012 5:12:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Although all this sound horrifying and sci-E like, I have to say that the US is going to be broken up by civil wars that will make it crumble.
Not long to go… it cannot continue to maliciously control human beings just because there are too many of us on this Enite planet. 9.2
billion people will not succumb to its hegemony and all will collapse no matter how hard the crooks try to protect their power. Why not read
the prophecies and predictions for yourself before someone else decide to tell us more spin and lies. theyZyblog is a real eye opener, be
ready with a strong cup of coffee. If it rattles you somewhat then be thankful that now you know for yourself the clear truth. This is THE
Wake up call to humanity.
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healthylongevity
Joined On 10/30/2012 2:08:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmm, “there are too many of us”? Are you realizing a vast majority of our planet is unpopulated?
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"healthylongevity", "...Are you realizing a vast majority of our planet is unpopulated?" Global overpopulation is not about 'elbow room',
(though it may be on a local level), but rather it's a matter of the Earth not being able to safely, healthfully, and organically sustain a
global population of 9 billion. Why do you think we here on Mercola.com are always protesting against the anti-organic, fake food
manufacturers who are trying to feed the planet with "dead" fake food. And with all that chemically tainted farmland with all the
resulting polluted runoff in our waterways and groundwater.

Shall I go on? If people can't understand that, then we're in deep doo doo, with all those authoritarian eugenicist oligarchs and
corrupt politicians trying to kill us off, as so many forum members here, including me, believe, and it's not going to end well.
Collectively, we have to take matters in our own hands, and keep our planet's population in a safe, sustainable, civilized, and
Constitutional way, or all those bogeymen will do it for us, and it won't be pleasant. Where does it end???
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

healthylongevity, it's unpopulated for a reason. Lack of water mostly - who wants to live in a desert?
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OrionsBelt37
Joined On 8/30/2015 10:16:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Some should question whether such articles by Dr M are just as delusional as the  proposed content ... you can see shadows everywhere...
but really ? kill of humanity ... so then how does pharma continue if the population is gone or reduced by 1/2 or whatever ... please provide
the content that gave you all the following , as the stories get more far reaching .... next it's aliens etc ... while anything is possible , at rains
point the focus should be on next step and next step not 10 years down the road and can't even solved todays issues ...
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jjule85
Joined On 10/20/2020 9:59:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watch Yuval Noah Harai videos. We are useless eaters who should die. They don’t need more money. They want AI. No free will. No
freethinkers. 500K is the populace goal.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For starters, we know the WEF is planning a "great reset" because Klaus Schwab wrote a book on it. It's for sale right now! We also
know that population reduction is another goal. Bill Gates is recorded saying it. He uses vaccinations and population reduction in the
same sentence. The people attending the conference where he said that chuckles after saying it. You can easily look both up online.
It's no conspiracy theory. Here's the icing on the cake. The only drug that was approved for treating Covid19 was a drug that FAILED
MISERABLY in EBOLA trial studies! Fauci has personal investments in this drug. It's called Remdesivir. The reason that drug was
pulled from the Ebola trials was because it was KILLING the people it was supposed to be saving! Out of 4 drugs being tested it was
the only drug that got pulled from the trial studies.

About the same time Remdesivir was approved, HCQ was viliEed. Fauci even went as far as saying it was DANGEROUS/DEADLY and
offered no beneEts for treating Covid19 (Sars-cov-2). That's a Zat out lie! It was Fauci, in Aug 2005, that said, "HCQ is a MIRACLE
CURE for coronavirus infections". He was speciEcally referencing SARS (Sars-cov-1). Both Sars-cov-1 and Sars-cov-2 are basically
the same virus. Both inter the cells and replicate the exact same way. Therefore, if HCQ works for 1 of the 2 it will work for both.

Last, but not the least relates to HCQ again. Everyone with knowledge of how viruses spread, inter our cells, and replicates knows
that Zinc is an antiviral. The problem is it needs to be absorbed into the cells. That requires a "zinc ionophore. Guess what the best
known zinc ionophore is? It's HCQ! It's so well established that HCQ increases zinc uptake into the cells that Zinc supplementation is
REQUIRED for anyone who takes HCQ daily. Fauci, Gates, WHO, and the FDA knew all of this! To deny people this life saving drug that
cost like 10 cents a pill and force Remdesivir on them is GENOCIDE!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there a way we can get rid of the screaming, germaphobic masses? If they want Hell on earth let the POS have it. But the monsters want
to drag us down with them. If they were all FINALLY gone humanity would have a chance.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fortunately or unfortunately we all are those people Rensmith.
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Moriyah
Joined On 3/21/2022 3:56:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worry about the Grand Solar Minimum (GSM) we are in, and; the Super Grand Solar Minimum (SGSM) it is a part of. Covid is a cover for the
natural change in earth weather cycles precipitated by our sun. The GSM we are in, Solar Cycle (SC) 25, is part of the SGSM composed of 3
SC back to back. Our global temp has already dropped almost 2C, since the start of SC25 in June 2020, which is one of the characteristics
of a GSM. The GSM and SGSM is characterized by shorter, hotter summers, longer, colder winters and erratic spring and fall compared to
what we are used to the last 5 to 6 decades. In the worst of this period we will see temps and conditions equivalent, at least, to the Maunder
Minimum of 1642-1715 AD.

This has been known for some time by NOAA, NASA and most alphabet agencies and atmospheric trackers. For several decades Dr.
Valentina Zharkova has been modeling the dual magnetic Eelds of both the north and south hemispheres of our sun. Her models have
produced conErmation of what many others have thought for decades. That Environment Canada, for one agency, is obfuscating historical
records and misreporting weather on a daily basis, should be sugcient to cause suspicion.

That almost every Capital city in the world is hardening their infrastructure for bureaucrats should also speak loudly. That an artiEcial
pandemic, famine, war and the death of billions is currently being rolled out sequentially should cause extreme suspicion in the ongoing
agenda of National and Global governments as well as wealthy who want to live forever as cyborgs. If this brings to mind the Book of
Revelations it should. What Dr. Mercola will do with this knowledge is unknown but it is likely he will keep it to himself. Just like the Queen,
the Pope, BlackRock, the Rothschilds, etc.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anybody who thinks they are the ones who will terminate human life on planet earth are delusional and puts themselves in the place of
God. Satan tried that once and he failed. So take your best shot!
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Santa says, "Species go extinct on this ball everyday WITHOUT the help of the supernatural." 99 Percent Of All The Earth's Species
That Have Ever Existed Are Now Extinct. So as Dirty Harry would likely say: https://youtu.be/38mE6ba3qj8
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reg5821
Joined On 8/11/2019 12:13:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reading this article might understandably sound fantastic to some. Maybe the Dr. Mercola group could bring their intense research focus to
bear on the ownership structure of the federal reserve if you want people to wake up and understand possibly the greatest lie that
permeates everything and has implications for all human Eelds of endeavor. The corruption is top down and systemic.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The Powers That Be" Follow the money. hannenabintuherland.com/usa/the-federal-reserve-cartel-the-eight-famil..
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astragale
Joined On 9/18/2021 9:37:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Side issue but maybe someone at the site needs to know: I've signed up for the Newsletter at least 5 times now and it never arrives. Are
others seeing this? I'm wondering if Tech are interfering somehow to block subs or block arrival of the NLs. I use Hotmail.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I get mine.  Yahooo.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 3:35:14 AM
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The newsletter lead story and other features can be accessed on mercola.com. You don't need to subscribe

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 5:30:20 AM
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hotmail is Microsoft owned.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 8:53:32 AM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I use Zohomail. Two emails that I distrust are gmail and hotmail.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 9:39:57 AM
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Check your spam?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/16/2022 10:26:46 PM
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Could it not be that this is the crescendo-ing collective roar meant to stampede the masses into receiving their big Enale of false salvation,
their faked, falsely spun 'alien' and 'ancient wisdom' invasion/intervention? The big fake phony 'Great Antichrist Awakening'? As they await
their Enal Augustine compromised priest of craft & pragmatic Constantine 'strongman': even combined in one as with popery? Refusing the
true, the word?  Not gonna turn out as its seductively presented. It never does. And truth still testiEes to that fact, & one Book explaining it
all. Let the antichrist-mongers keep calling us Christ mongers. MYSTERY BABYLON THE GREAT MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND
ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH is going to go down, & at the hand of what she whorishly joins herself to & rides, for the justice of God is
perfect & true.

His sense of humor even remaining & perfect, including sarcasm! He is not mocked, & refused until there is no remedy, he simply gives
people their desire to their own destruction. But he will not wink at all the evil forever, & the price of all of it will come due for those who
refuse the payment in Christ in truth, turning in repentance, receiving salvation, going on in the war against sin, Zesh & the devil Eghting the
lust of the eyes, the Zesh & the pride of life.  Just remember, there is but one truth, & many, countless, corruptions of it, confusions of it, &
diversions from it.
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You’re dead on…sadly most can’t see. This alien deception is probably pretty close, as there is already enough proof online of a Zat,
non-rotating earth, even from NASA insiders. They won’t be able to hide this truth for much longer, so the big distraction is just
around the corner. Of course, everyone who has trusted God’s Word instead of NASA won’t be deceived, but the majority of people
don’t fall into that category. The days of persecution for real Christians is about to get really bad worldwide, because they have the
truth, and will not compromise, therefore they are a threat that must be eliminated.  The World is desperately looking for a savior
right now, and that’s exactly what they’re going to get…the Bible calls him son of perdition…a false messiah to deceive everyone and
lead them astray.

I highly encourage everyone to familiarize yourself with the following scriptures: Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day
shall not come, except there come a falling away Erst, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdition; who opposeth and
exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, shewing himself
that he is God. For the mystery of iniquity doth already work: only he who now letteth will let, until he be taken out of the way.

And then shall that Wicked be revealed, whom the Lord shall consume with the spirit of his mouth, and shall destroy with the
brightness of his coming: even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all power and signs and lying wonders, and with
all deceivableness of unrighteousness in them that perish; because they received not the love of the truth, that they might be saved.
And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a lie: that they all might be damned who believed
not the truth, but had pleasure in unrighteousness. 2 Thessalonians 2:3-4,7-12
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good grief, Raythe4th. Don't know if you're just a dupe, or one of the high level psych-squad sorcerers deceiving & being deceived:
creating another straw man fake dum-dum faith for the world to hate & attack since the real exposes them ALL. Such hirelings &
proud, distracting men from Christ & truth to themselves yet again...any means to the end, eh? ....but something so easily debunked
from both scripture & truth as the 'Zat earth' with a simple Zight, observation of the curvature of the earth in navigation & surveying,
or acknowledgement of the von Karman line dividing the open Ermament from the closed Ermament above it & the abode of both
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or acknowledgement of the von Karman line dividing the open Ermament from the closed Ermament above it & the abode of both
kinds of the stars & heavenly host: crafted of men & not, timekeepers & material or not.....should not obsess the blind pride of
unproven claims received by a puffed up mind, nor stumble so many for so long. According to the scriptures, this 'Zat earth' garbage
is nothing but another sign of the times & progression of God's judgment giving men over to their delusions & desires.
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Fundamental, you are quite correct about certain things- part of the time. However, if you think you live sideways on a spinning ball
tilted at a 66.6 degree angle, travelling 66,600 mph around a light, which is part of a magic galaxy traveling 660,000 through a
magical universe that is expanding from a chance, random, cosmic fart and on your spinning ball water can curve from magic
gravity, I've lost all respect for you.
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I have used gmail for years. So what if I say something govxxx doesn't like-for now.
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I could say the same but that would just be Zesh. I will never understand how people can know so much Bible & be right on so many
things, yet fall for such patently & obviously false: by every measure of evident truth, conscience & scripture, diversions from Christ
& the commission he gave us, as either the Zat earth or the Qanon steering. They are strange obsessions. There is indeed a great
falling away, when the CFR Rick Warren thing came in...& emergent pagan spiritism w/ it, I was shocked by the people who fell for it.
And, it was not just intellectual, but a sort of sub-Christian non-intellectual, bestial thing w/o reason. But Isaiah 1 KJB. It brought
possession& insanity, strange obsessions other than Christ& his commission, sensuality, perversions& impurity.

I thought at the time it was just those new versionists& the ecumenical evangelicals merchandising & w/o the King James Bible,& I
was ashamed to be found amongst such& repented to come out. Continuing in the word, the Lord showing me the obvious pattern of
doctrinal changes& confusion of the identities of Christ& Lucifer, Zipping things antichrist, in all the not-so-new versions repeating
ancient heresies& the morass of idolatrous compromise that birthed bloody Romanism. All based roughly on her corrupt text out of
Alexandria,but apostasizing beyond even that as the strange spirit just went rampant.

I'd always been a bit shocked by the pragmatic Calvinist crowd& how the creationists could be so dead on in science& logic, then fail
to apply those same things to the main issue of all,to take a stand on the King James. But it's in the King James circles, too, that
strange spirit not of Christ or the word,& they're slipping from the word. Some of it is just the same old, same old crass inEltration
but there's a spirit about it now a level lower & darker: of impurity, arrogance, bondage, blindness, obsession, spiritualism, missing
the mark: like Rome's& the pagans. God's judgment begins where?
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http://stopsmartmetersbc.com/  Update 2022-04-15 The PittsEled Board of Health Cease and Desist Order.... 1) A must read !! This order is
signiEcant in many ways, among which is acknowledgement of the science presented to the Board. Another is recognition that the "expert"
provided by Verizon was not qualiEed by education or experience and was a paid consultant working, like Exponent is working for Fortis, as
a "hired gun". (see pages 10-11). The Board holds both Verizon and the owner of the property on which the tower is erected responsible. An
amazing precedent that, hopefully, will stand. And our provincial health ogcers shamefully do nothing, say that they follow Health Canada.

The Enal cell tower cease and desist emergency order sent to Verizon by the PittsEeld Board of Health - "Whereas, the Health Board does
not administer disability laws, but the foregoing authority strongly conErms that RF/EMF – even if emitted at levels within the FCC
emissions guidelines – can be injurious to health or cause common injury to that signiEcant portion of the public who are electromagnetic
sensitive. Stated differently, pulsed and modulated RF can constitute a “public nuisance” or a “cause of sickness,” and can constitute a
trade which may result in a nuisance or be dangerous to the public health for purposes of G.L.

ch. 111 ss 122-125, 127B, 127C, 143-150, and 152." - "Whereas, the Health Board has been presented with credible, independent, and
peer-reviewed scientiEc and medical studies and reports that provide convincing evidence that pulsed and modulated RFR is bio-active and
affects all living things over the long term. RFR can and does also cause more immediate harm and injury to human beings. The Health
Board has also received strong evidence that the Verizon Wireless 877 South Street wireless facility is presently causing such harm and
injury to numerous residents in the adjacent neighborhood."
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ehtrust.org/wp-content/uploads/PittsEeld-Health-Board-Cell-Tower-Orde..   More details at EHT website showing how things are
happening.  "A cell tower was removed in Tarrytown New Yorkafter residents protested placement near a public housing complex
and playground. InDewey Beach, DelawareVerizon agreed to relocate beachfront cell towers after residents Eleda lawsuitand
founded theSave Dewey Beach Foundation.Ocean City Maryland and Montego Bay arein lawsuitsregarding their restrictions on small
cell tower installations. EHT has alist of communitiesenacting ordinances to limit wireless facilities in and near residential areas
andprohibit cell towers near schools."  ehtrust.org/the-Erst-cease-and-desist-order-against-verizon-cell-towe..   2) Dr. Goldberg has
provided testimony before many boards in an effort to educate councils, boards of health, etc. Here are several youtubes, one of
which pertains to PittsEeld  PITTSFIELD MA EXPERT FORUM ON CELL TOWER CEASE AND DESIST ORDER - 2/28/2022
www.bitchute.com/.../ok6JecqWE1mU
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Wow mrrob! I live in the MD/DE beach vicinity. Ocean City, MD is Loaded with 5g! Not a good vacation resort for anyone sensitive to
emf. I hope the town loses its' @ss over this and good on the Montego Bay community for Eghting it!
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well Fitmaan.......some one there has Balls.... :P
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We can't stop it, but Jesus will, at the end of the Great Tribulation/The wrath of God, aka: The Great Reset/The New World Order. Read
Revelation 19 www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Revelation+19&version=NKJV  Avoid the worst of it, believe/trust in Jesus for the
safekeeping of your soul. Jesus became sin to absorb he wrath of God on sin, as a substitute for anyone who believes. Jesus is coming
soon for His Bride, the Church, in the Rapture (1 Thessalonians 4:13-18), to take believers out before the wrath of God is poured out on the
earth. The Rapture: www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1+Thessalonians+4%3A13-18&ver..
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Amen, P.Sue. Jesus warned in Matthew 24: “Don’t be deceived, and don’t be alarmed. These things MUST happen. THEN the end will
come.” Just look at how much deception is going on in the world today. We’re being lied to constantly by our so-called “leaders.”
Regarding “alarm,” consider how fear has been weaponized against us and how the gullible have fallen for it. My advice to all: Keep
the faith, and keep looking up, for our redemption draweth nigh! God Bless!
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The NKJV is one of the most subtlest corruptions of the word of God going. It is based upon the same corrupt base as all the Vatican
approved UBS texts underlying all the imaginative divinations of men called 'bibles' today,save one,& worse even than that corruption
of the Dark Ages it rejoins in fornicating union. God promised& preserved but 1,& men& women seeking God in truth& good faith w/
repentance not to be repented of will continue coming out& coming out& coming out of error& confusion& bondage until they End it&
freedom indeed. Most suspect this already in their hearts,but faint in fear at the cost of coming outside the gate to Christ (Hebrews
13 KJB)& leaving the false fold of that old seducer, corrupter& merchandiser w/his MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER
OF HARLOTS& ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH system....&,so falter, taking their hand from the plow, looking back.

The beguiling, bewitching enchantment& deception of the delusion of false antichrist religion& every idolatrous humanist system
coming together is strong, but not overwhelming when the true Christ is all& in all:Remember Lot's wife. Jesus said that many false
would come in his name& there are many false idol 'jesuses' today: one to suit the denied sinful inclinations& desires of all,& men are
truly lovers of their own selves, covetous, boastful, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, w/o natural
affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, Eerce, despisers of those that are good, traitors, heady, highminded, lovers of
pleasures more than lovers of God; having a form of godliness but denying the power thereof: from such turn away.

For of this sort are they which creep into houses,& lead captive silly women laden w/ sins, led away w/ divers lusts,ever learning,&
never able to come to the knowledge of the truth. Now as Jannes& Jambres withstood Moses, so do these resist the truth: men of
corrupt minds, reprobate concerning the faith. May we be found worthy.
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The wrath of God is different from human persecution. Jesus promised His followers persecutions. Those are already here. Prepare
for more. If you live as a Christian should.
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Fundamental, I have been through them all and have discovered the Concordant Literal Bible to be by far the most accurate and true
translation of the Scriptures. It is word for word translated and is NOT an easy read but well worth the effort.
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You Goth that right, lilith... the Zuoridated zombies are low on the good minerals (incl. salt) and high on the ingested and injected toxins
[incl. graphene/Black Goo]... and what is also causing people to be genetically changed again today with vaccines and nano graphene
which is basically Black Goo, because nano graphene is component of Black Goo because there are many, or 3 major groups, positive,
negative and natural. <<< lilith-adamah.blogspot.com  |  |  lilith-adamah.blogspot.com/2018  |  | vamzzz.com/.../lilith  |  | Eugenics [with a
Black Goo capper] works, and it works well but at times it often works a little too well/quickly... and it's OK, eh?
 en.wikipedia.org/.../Goth_subculture  |  | gothicbabe.co/.../the-modern-lilith
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Trapped by darkness through pride & self-righteousness...praying not to the death, but God who is truth & all light, the true & living
God, the Godhead with the Lord Jesus Christ in whom all the fullness of the Godhead dwells bodily the way, the truth & the
life...always judges men aright, & always gives them their true desire, forcing none. His Book is an open Book, no 'secrets' & nothing
withheld...no tricks, & no treats to the self-righteous pride of the lost whether they dialectically play the 'victim' or the so-called
'winner' & 'survivor' to justify & excuse their own sins. Caught by their own 'cleverness' & cunning devices. Idolatry.
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The Key! CUT THE CORD!! BELIEVE IN JESUS! NO CLOT SHOTS! GET TO LIVIN' OR DYIN' SIMPLE.
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Alarming New Proof America Is On The Slippery Slope To Oblivion As Globalists Pull A Fast One And Double Down In Their Reckless Pursuit
To Bring In Tyranny With The 'WHO Pandemic Treaty' |  | allnewspipeline.com/America_Is_On_The_Slippery_Slope.php
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Interesting  how the F88king governments LIE to you the TAX PAYERS to DIE sooner..........  
www.renegadetribune.com/every-country-that-introduced-mandatory-masks-..
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Just in the US Congress  ........hummmmmm...........add what Brilliant Bobby Fischer said.........Hummmmmmmmm.... .....>>>>
 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Jewish_members_of_the_United_States_Cong..   <<>>>> and bobby Fischer stated over again ?? >>>>>
 www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Escher-speaks-jews   <<<<>>>>   libquotes.com/bobby-Escher
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House of representatives? >>  Hummmmmm.........>>>>>>
 en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Jewish_members_of_the_United_States_Hou..
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And this Bothers me....... >  en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?search=Category%3ATemplate+Category+&..
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and here for you GoodOleBibleThumpers is a word >>>  grandmageri422.me/.../depopulation-of-planet-earth
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which made me hostile toward them so that I sent them into the land of their enemies—then when their uncircumcised hearts are
humbled and they pay for their sin, 42 I will remember my covenant with Jacob and my covenant with Isaac and my covenant with
Abraham, and I will remember the land. 43 For the land will be deserted by them and will enjoy its sabbaths while it lies desolate
without them. They will pay for their sins because they rejected my laws and abhorred my decrees. 44 Yet in spite of this, when they
are in the land of their enemies, I will not reject them or abhor them so as to destroy them completely, breaking my covenant with
them.

I am the Lord their God. 45 But for their sake I will remember the covenant with their ancestors whom I brought out of Egypt in the
sight of the nations to be their God. I am the Lord.’” 46 These are the decrees, the laws and the regulations that the Lord established
at Mount Sinai between himself and the Israelites through Moses Man qand this is OUT of YOUR LOVING BIBLE that you all pray to
and read and follow??? and thuis is what christians are into??? Man this is WAY past be a living Asshols Neighbor.....but It's what you
Christians worship and pray for and will Pay for...... Remember 5G is nearly done....LOL... Now who is Playing God?
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And Bobby Fischer said it LOUD and CLEAR.........>>>>  “There is no United States as people think of it. It’s just a puppet in the Jews’ hands.
It’s a plaything for the Jews… The US government and American Jewry are virtually interchangeable… They’re lying bastards. Jews were
always lying bastards throughout their history. They’re a Elthy, dirty, disgusting, vile, criminal people… They’re just unbelievably wicked… ”
(Bombo Radyo, Philippines, September 11, 2001) >>>>> more here >>>>   www.666ismoney.com/BobbyFischer.html     <<<>:>>> and more
>>>  www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Escher-speaks-jews
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when will people wake up and understand that EMF in the form of Radio Frequency poisoning is KILLING YOU ??? 5G , 4G .3G are all
KILLING YOU....wake up.....90% the insect population is GONE !!!  Bird Population is DOWN 98%...small animals are dieing off ...bees
are nearly gone....Eshing is almost extinct .....how soon before YOU wake up and Take Actions againt tis Culling of LIFE on
EARTH>???????????????????? ~~~~~~~~~~~~ and YOU are next !!!!!!!!!! sweeping cull of billions from 5G radiation.....controlled BY
AI.and who controls AI ???  .....yeah Bobby Fischer was 100% Correct...........>>> ""“There is no United States as people think of it.

It’s just a puppet in the Jews’ hands. It’s a plaything for the Jews… The US government and American Jewry are virtually
interchangeable… They’re lying bastards. Jews were always lying bastards throughout their history. They’re a Elthy, dirty, disgusting,
vile, criminal people… They’re just unbelievably wicked… ” (Bombo Radyo, Philippines, September 11, 2001)
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www.renegadetribune.com/every-country-that-introduced-mandatory-masks-..
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Biden's family is doing that in 2020.
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Learn the difference between Jews and the Synagogue of Satan.  I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich)
and I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the synagogue of Satan. Revelation 2:9 Focus your
hate on the right people. Edomites, not Jews. Ashkenazi (fake) Jews
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Raythe4th.......I been thru this line before....point is a Jew is a Jew....and according to the Torah unlesss a Jew follows the Talmud
100% he is not a Jew..and this is according to the Jewish Law.. Bobby Fischer was Born a Jew , but because his Mother was not
Married at the Time he was an outcast....considered by most as just another goy........
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yeah Raythe4th........bible thumper....."29 You will eat the Zesh of your sons and the Zesh of your daughters">>>>>>>>  
www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Leviticus+26&version=NIV   yeah you god thing sounds like a hell-av-super nice
guy.....piss him off and things get kinkie....... Sorry But Im not into S&M crap
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IDK.....but this bible read is pretty nasty..Leviticus 26..." I am the Lord your God."3 “‘If you follow my decrees and are careful to obey
my commands, 4 I will send you rain in its season, and the ground will yield its crops and the trees their fruit. 5 Your threshing will
continue until grape harvest and the grape harvest will continue until planting, and you will eat all the food you want and live in safety
in your land." <<<< Kinda sounds like Kiss My Ass or i;ll F^^k you up.....TUFF GUY BullY eh?  “‘But if you will not listen to me and carry
out all these commands, 15 and if you reject my decrees and abhor my laws and fail to carry out all my commands and so violate my
covenant, 16 then I will do this to you: I will bring on you sudden terror, wasting diseases and fever that will destroy your sight and
sap your strength.

You will plant seed in vain, because your enemies will eat it. 17 I will set my face against you so that you will be defeated by your
enemies; those who hate you will rule over you, and you will Zee even when no one is pursuing you.............." read it here >>>>    
 www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Leviticus+26&version=NIV   <<>>> this goes on about killing you kids and cattle ......Kinda
almost sound like what they are gonna do with 5G ......."" “‘If in spite of these things you do not accept my correction but continue to
be hostile toward me, 24 I myself will be hostile toward you and will a�ict you for your sins seven times over.

25 And I will bring the sword on you to avenge the breaking of the covenant. When you withdraw into your cities, I will send a plague
among you, and you will be given into enemy hands. 26 When I cut off your supply of bread, ten women will be able to bake your
bread in one oven, and they will dole out the bread by weight. You will eat, but you will not be satisEed. 27 “‘If in spite of this you still
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On and On.....threats....Just liike whats gonna happen when 5G gets up and cooking......  
www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Leviticus+26&version=NIV  <<<>>>> 0 I will destroy your high places, cut down your
incense altars and pile your dead bodies[b] on the lifeless forms of your idols, and I will abhor you. 31 I will turn your cities into ruins
and lay waste your sanctuaries, and I will take no delight in the pleasing aroma of your offerings. 32 I myself will lay waste the land,
so that your enemies who live there will be appalled. 33 I will scatter you among the nations and will draw out my sword and pursue
you.

Your land will be laid waste, and your cities will lie in ruins. 34 Then the land will enjoy its sabbath years all the time that it lies
desolate and you are in the country of your enemies; then the land will rest and enjoy its sabbaths. 35 All the time that it lies
desolate, the land will have the rest it did not have during the sabbaths you lived in it. 36 “‘As for those of you who are left, I will make
their hearts so fearful in the lands of their enemies that the sound of a windblown leaf will put them to Zight. They will run as though
Zeeing from the sword, and they will fall, even though no one is pursuing them.

37 They will stumble over one another as though Zeeing from the sword, even though no one is pursuing them. So you will not be
able to stand before your enemies. 38 You will perish among the nations; the land of your enemies will devour you. 39 Those of you
who are left will waste away in the lands of their enemies because of their sins; also because of their ancestors’ sins they will waste
away. 40 “‘But if they will confess their sins and the sins of their ancestors—their unfaithfulness and their hostility toward me,
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How is this appalling anti-semitic post allowed?  I assume (hope) you would not allow racism here, so why allow this?
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Seedsaver37........anti-semantic ?>  this is from your bible' Leviticus ' chapter.....and you're whining ????? Name-calling?  This is from
your bible book of incest rape and murder...torcher...miming....you Christians 'believe in your bible book don't ya??
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Finally!!  Reiner Fuellmich is going to Ele -- in the USA -- his class action, no, International Class Action Lawsuit this next week. There are
hundreds of lawyers wanting to help, and there will be a American lawyer chosen to actually do the case. He is quite optomistic, it's a great
video, lots of info! There is hope.  www.bitchute.com/.../NfMWX8XyrQgv
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fabulous. Couldn't be in better hands plud he knows lots more than we do.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Religion: How It Was Employed As A Control System To Divide & Conquer What is the Basic Purpose of Religion?
www.wakeupkiwi.com/Religion-and-Control.shtml  Dear Believer: Why do you believe? https://youtu.be/xl_TrvIIcBY  Religion is Gaslighting
kiasherosjourney.wordpress.com/2017/06/19/religion-is-gaslighting/  |  | "Beauty is truth, truth beauty." - Keats
https://youtu.be/Y201QzDdzbg  Articles by Gary D. Barnett www.lewrockwell.com/.../gary-d-barnett  Religion is the Sanity of the
Circumcised www.circumcisioncomplex.com/religion-sanity-circumcised  Different reasons for being an atheist
www.bbc.co.uk/religion/religions/atheism/beliefs/reasons_1.shtml  "Religion is fundamentally opposed to everything I hold in veneration -
courage, clear thinking, honesty, fairness, and, above all, love of the truth." Henry Mencken  "Nothing can be more contrary to religion and
the clergy than reason and common sense." Francois Marie Arouet (Voltaire)  "Religion is excellent stuff for keeping common people quiet."
Napoleon Bonaparte My way of joking is to tell the truth. It's the funniest joke in the world. - All great truths begin as blasphemies. Bernard
Shaw  Famous Peoples Religious Quotes www.bibliotecapleyades.net/.../esp_biblianazar_19.htm  Religion [blind belief/trusting of injected
toxins/graphene/5G/authority] is regarded by the common people as true [and good], by the wise as false [or bad], and by the
[globalist/eugenicist] rulers as [very] useful". - Seneca The Younger
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Kicked to the bottom... again. The black sheep is sometimes the only one tellin' the truth.  Tell the truth, even if they do do look at
you funny.   If the truth shall kill them, let 'em die.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is a huge difference between "religion" and Christianity. Satanism is a religion. Christianity is the truth.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do you quote all those elitist nicolaitan pederast pagan losers to boost up & justify the sins of men, keeping them dead &
trespasses & sins, useable to the agendas of men & devils in their blindness & sin-debilitating weakness, & away from the only
saving truth & the strait gate that leadeth to eternal life & freedom indeed? The blind are no help to the blind, & you are what you
claim to 'debunk'. The word of God exposes all as unworthy & unable, falling short, save the Lord Jesus Christ according to the
scriptures: the one that he promised would endure even beyond the dissolution of this heavens & earth to the coming of the new &
all eternity to death or to life according to what a conscientious soul does with truth.

Receiving it whole, or selectively & hypocritically like all of those men you quote! God will laugh at your calamity as he did at theirs
though it is his will that none should perish but that all should come to repentance & eternal life, because your own self-will & pride
turning from truth condemns you, & your example & exalting of those lost & antichrist men professing wisdom, but become fools,
worshipping and serving the creature more than the Creator who is forever blessed, & holy, holy, holy...have hindered, robbed, &
murdered the souls of many.

If there's even a grain of acceptance of truth in you remaining, you'd better repent to receive truth & the one who IS the truth, the way
and the life while you still can. Their webs will not cover, nor the Elthy rags of their, or your own, self-righteousness: even combined,
& however exalted on that Day.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scientism: worship of Science. Science can be a god too.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast, I am a Christian and call Christianity a religion. Why? Because the Bible does. James 1:27. The one true religion.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great Robert From Ab Ca.......well said!!!Thank You :)
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Leviticus 26.............29 talks about eating your son and daughter.....Hum......sound kinda KINKIE!!!!!!!!!! "29 You will eat the Zesh of
your sons and the Zesh of your daughters."
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